UNIVERSAL SYSTEM SOLUTIONS

The FLIR Advantage

What is FLIR USS?

SAVE TIME

FLIR Universal System Solutions (USS) provide you with value-added,
cost-effective advantages of purchasing preconfigured technology,
including servers, storage, workstations, monitors, and more.

Our preconfigured, initialized, plug-and-play
ready USS products will save you valuable
time. We have configurations to meet all of your
needs and ensure consistency across all of your
sites, regardless of location.

The FLIR USS technology allows you to avoid the risks associated with
purchasing unreliable products from multiple sources, additional service
support costs, Cost and support issues when scaling or expanding your
system, and the lack of optimal system performance when purchasing
COTS products outside of FLIR.

OPTIMIZE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
FLIR USS products are optimized for
performance by experts in servers, storage,
network, infrastructure, and VMS.

High Density & Power Efficient
• Maximize your rack space and cost

• Products are environmentally-friendly
• Long-term operating and power savings
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Robust & Resilient:
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• Protects from environmental and infrastructure
failures with network and power-fault tolerance
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• Enterprise-grade components provide peace of mind

RECEIVE GLOBAL SUPPORT

We are your single source for an end-to-end,
worry-free solution. Our global support ensures
timely replacement of hardware, including
on-site service for FLIR servers, if required.*

SCALE FOR FUTURE GROWTH

Our USS products are scalable to meet your
future growth needs and can be expanded
at any time. The solution can accommodate
up to 500 cameras and 96 TB internal storage
per server.

SAVE MONEY

FLIR USS products offer high-performance and
reliable support at competitive prices.

Our USS Offerings
1. USS SMB ELITE:
- Compact and efficient, with high performance for small to
mid-sized businesses

2. USS EDGE APPLIANCE
- Compact, enterprise-grade solution ideal for mobile security deployments

3. USS ENTERPRISE
- Maximum reliability and speed, optimized to run Latitude UVMS

4. USS PREMIUM 2U
- Multipurpose rack server with excellent internal storage, redundancy and
value for all types of video surveillance

5. USS Client Workstation:
- Efficient performance for basic to advanced security operation centers.
Optimized for FLIR suite of VMS products

* Excludes USS EDGE APPLIANCE
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